Connect high school students, college students, and working adults to the tools they need to plan for their futures and accomplish their education and career goals. With *Gale Presents: Peterson’s Test and Career Prep*, you can offer one online learning resource with diverse test prep resources, college planning solutions, career exploration tools, and more. *Peterson’s Test and Career Prep* brings all users an accessible experience, including an option to view the platform in Spanish, to empower everyone in your community to reach their next professional milestone.

**MAKE EDUCATION AND CAREER GOALS ACHIEVABLE**

**BUILD CONFIDENCE IN LEARNERS AND CAREER SEEKERS**

**IMPROVE STANDARDIZED TEST SCORES**
Offer exam prep tools, including full-length practice tests, video courses, eBooks, and flashcards, for brushing up on foundational skills and a variety of key exams taken for high school, college entrance, vocational and career certifications, and U.S. citizenship.

**SUPPORT PROSPECTIVE COLLEGE STUDENTS**
Help learners find their perfect college or university with a school search that lets users browse by location, area of study, school size, and more. Users can also explore tuition assistance to help cut college costs with a scholarship search and financial aid tools.

**OFFER ESSENTIAL CAREER INSIGHTS**
Connect job seekers to career insights for any stage of the employment journey with an extensive library of articles, blogs, and lessons covering topics such as interviewing and networking, salary negotiations, making a career change, working for the government, and more.

**MAKE RESUMÉ BUILDING EASY**
Help job applicants stand out to HR by offering a visual resumé builder and cover letter tools. Users can easily showcase their skills, education, and achievements—with no graphic design experience required.

**HELP USERS FIND THEIR IDEAL CAREER**
Provide career assessment and job search tools powered by the U.S. Department of Labor and Indeed to help users discover their ideal career path and uncover opportunities that align with their strengths and interests.
“Clean, thoughtful navigation makes it easy to immediately tap into big goals and test prep, or emerge from a session with a targeted list of colleges and scholarship application info or a smart-looking resumé, interview tips, and job leads. Post-high school potential includes graduate school, law, veterinary, and medical school applicants, veterans, and those taking the U.S. citizenship exam. Useful for all high schools, colleges, and public libraries, especially for self-paced and motivated students, and to supplement the insights of college and career counselors.”

—School Library Journal

NAMED OVERALL CAREER PREP SOLUTION OF THE YEAR

DIVERSE STUDY TOOLS
Find test prep resources for every learning style, including interactive lessons, videos, flashcards, and practice tests.

GOAL-SETTING GUIDANCE
Users can set academic and career goals using the goal-setting feature to save relevant resources, track their progress, and stay focused on their outcomes.

ROBUST OCCUPATIONAL DATABASE
All career information is provided by O*NET OnLine, a database developed for the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, to help users find key information on more than 900 occupational types.

MILITARY CAREER EXPLORATION & TRANSITION SUPPORT
Offer tools for active duty personnel and veterans continuing their educations or changing careers. Users can find test prep materials for military entrance exams like the ASVAB, AFQT, and AFOQT as well as DSST test prep for those seeking college credit for military experience. Plus, users can find guidance for military crosswalks, including transition timelines, military discharge, relocating, veteran benefits, and more.

CHOOSE A TRUSTED TEST AND CAREER PREP RESOURCE

For nearly 60 years, Peterson’s has helped students and adults prepare for exams, plan for college, and find careers. Over 500,000 students trust Peterson’s resources every year to guide them through some of the most pivotal challenges of their education or careers, from admissions tests to licensure exams to job searches.